GAME OVERVIEW
Pepper and Carrot have been invited back to Komona for a
contest of Potion Champions. The Mayor of Komona has invited
past champion witches to compete for an incredible prize, the
Witches' Cauldron. Each witch must create three very special
potions, and the first witch to create all three wins the prize.
Pepper & Carrot: The Potion Contest is a game for 1 to 4 players
(5+ with expansions or extra copies) in which players use
memory and planning to win.
Each turn, players simultaneously use the Main Action Card to
rotate, trade, or push ingredient tokens on their personal puzzle
boards in an attempt to match the recipes on the main board.
Additionally, each player has 3 Special Actions Cards that may
each be used once to skip the Main Action and play their own
action instead.
There are 3 skill levels in the game: Beginner (recommended
for your first game or when playing with younger players),
Medium (recommended for experienced gamers), and Expert
(recommended for a challenge!)

CONTENT FOR THE BASE GAME
- 4 Puzzle Boards (1 per player)
- 1 Main Puzzle Board
- 18 Ingredient tokens per player
(3 of each type)
- 13 Main Action Cards
- 3 Special Action Cards
per player
- 12 Potion Completion
tokens (4 of each number)
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HOW TO WIN
Complete the three main recipes before the other players

SETUP

a) Choose a skill level (Beginner, Medium, or Expert). See the
next page for specific setup instructions.
b) Each player selects a Puzzle Board and takes the 18 Ingredient Tokens in their chosen color and the 3 Special Action Cards
of their respective character.
c) Shuffle the Main Action Cards and place 3 (face up) under the
Main Board. Keep the rest face down in a pile next to the board.
d) Each player mixes the Ingredient Tokens (face down) of the
player to their right and shapes the grid as defined by the
proper level setup.
e) A random player does the same for the Main Puzzle Board
and places the Recipe Ingredient Tokens on the board according
to the level chosen, face up.
f) Once every Ingredient is prepared, the players reveal their
initial puzzle setup by flipping the Tokens from left to right
until all the Ingredient Tokens on their own Puzzle Boards are
face up. Note: Do not rotate the Ingredient Tokens as they are
revealed.
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SETUP - Beginner

1) Use only 4 types of Ingredient Tokens for this level.
Remove the Ogre Horn and the Dwarf Vampire Wings from
both the Main Recipes´ tiles and from each player's Ingredient Tokens.
2) Return the Special Action Cards to the box. They are not
used in this level.
3) The grid (on each player´s Puzzle Board) will be 4 columns
and 3 rows. See the image above.
SETUP - Medium
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1) Use only 5 types of Ingredient Tokens for this level. Remove
the Dwarf Vampire Wings from both the Main Recipes Ingredient Tokens and from each player's Ingredient Tokens.
2) Each player may use their 3 Special Action Cards for this level.
3) The grid (on each player´s Puzzle Board) will be 5 columns
and 3 rows.

SETUP - Expert

1) Use all 6 types of Ingredient Tokens for this level.
2) Each player may use their 3 Special Action Cards for this level.
3) The grid (on each player´s Puzzle Board) will be 6 columns
and 3 rows. See the image above.

GAMEPLAY
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GAMEPLAY - Phases
1) Action
2) Verification
3) Maintenance
1) ACTION
Three Action Cards are below the main board. The current
Action Card is to the far right and upcoming actions will be to
its left.

Each player simultaneously uses the current Action Card or a
Special Action Card and moves or rotates an Ingredient Token
on their own Puzzle Board.
The Actions are:
ROTATE 90° (turn an ingredient 90 degrees left or right)
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TRADE (Choose two adjacent ingredient tokens and trade their positions, keeping their
same orientation on the board (do not rotate them). You can trade horizontally or
vertically but not diagonally.)

PUSH (Choose a column or row and push all the Ingredient Tokens, occupying
the vacant space with the leftover token from the push (do not rotate them). You can
push horizontally or vertically.)
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SPECIAL ACTIONS
Each player starts the game with three Special Action Cards
which can be used instead of the current action for that
turn, only for themselves.
Each Special Action Card can only be used once, and then
it´s discarded face down next to the player´s Puzzle Board.
For example: A player doesn't want to use a PUSH Main
Action because she wants to ROTATE one of her ingredient
tokens. She reveals her personal Special Action ROTATE Card
and discards it face down. This Special Action Card won’t be
used again for the rest of the game.
2) VERIFICATION
Each Ingredient Token has connectors leading in two or
three directions. Players complete a Main Board recipe by
connecting all the recipes’ ingredient tokens on their own
Puzzle Board, in an uninterrupted path.
A recipe can be completed in any direction (not diagonal), as
long as the Ingredient Tokens are connected in the same
order as on the main board.
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For example, the second recipe in the image above is
connected starting from the right potion and ending on the
left eye. As long as the ingredient tokens in between are
connected, the recipe is complete.
IMPORTANT: No connections in any ingredient tokens along
this path may connect with another ingredient from the
same recipe in any other way.
For example, in the image above, if the eye on the left was
rotated to the right, connecting with the green potion and
the mushroom, Recipe 2 would not be considered complete.
If a player completes a recipe they take the Victory Token for
the recipe row completed.
Play continues with the player attempting additional recipes.
Ingredient Tokens used in a completed recipe may now be
used in the next recipe. NOTE: Recipes do not need to be
completed in order.
3) MAINTENANCE
Discard the right-most Main Action Card and shift the
remaining two Main Action Cards to the right. Draw a new
Main Action card and place it on the far left.
If the Main Action deck is empty, shuffle the discarded Main
Action Cards and continue the game.
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VICTORY!
During the Verification Stage, if a player manages to complete
their third recipe, they will be the winner of this year´s Kamona
Potion Contest.
In case of a tie, the player who used the fewest Special Action
Cards is the winner. If the tie persists, all tied players will share
the victory!

SOLO PLAY
For solo play, the goal is to complete all three recipes before the
Main Action Card pile is depleted for the third time. For a more
difficult challenge, you can remove up to three Main Action
Cards before the game begins.

CHAOSAH WITCHES
The Old Witches boards can be used instead of the standard
Puzzle Boards, as boards for extra players if extra Ingredient
Tokens were purchased, or with the following variant:
Players using the Chaosah variant take their respective Special
Action Cards, but randomly flip two of them face down. The face
up Special Action Card is the only one available for use. When it
is played, it replaces the current Main Action Card below the
Main Board for that player and for all Non-Chaosah players.
Non-Chaosah players can still use one of their special action
cards as usual to replace the main action if they choose to. The
Chaosah player must always use the action she played.
Once used, the Chaosah Special Action is discarded as normal.
After any player completes a Recipe 3, Chaosah players can
shuffle their three Special Action Cards and turn one face up,
making it available for their use.
If more than one Chaosah player uses their Special Action Card
on the same turn, all other NON-CHAOSAH players may choose
which of those cards to use on that turn. This variant increases
the difficulty for the Chaosah players so it is recommended for
experienced players.
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EXPANSION 1: EXTENDED ACTIONS
The Extended Actions work as Main Action Cards. To use them
shuffle the six cards and draw three of them. Then, take the Main
Action deck and remove one of each basic Main Action card.
Replace them with the Extended Actions selected.

1) DIAGONAL SWAP
Works like SWAP but allows a player to switch the position of an
Ingredient Token with another Token diagonal to its position.
2) DUPLICATE ACTION
Take the Main Action Card to its left and place it on top of this
card below the board, adding a new card to its left, as normal.
This action duplicates the card that's placed on top of it. For
example, if the next card was a ROTATE, then players must do
two ROTATE Main Actions.
IMPORTANT: Any completed recipe will only be taken into
account after the two actions have been fully completed.
If you choose to use a Special Action, you will be replacing the
DUPLICATE ACTION card completely, meaning you will only do
the action described on your Special Action Card, so if you
complete a recipe, you will have to wait until all other players
have done both actions.
3) TELEPORT SWAP
Like any other SWAP action it allows a player to switch the
position of an Ingredient Token with another Token, but you may
pick any two Ingredient Tokens on your Puzzle Board. Remember
that you must never rotate the tiles switched - they should always
be positioned as they were in their original position.
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4) FREE BASIC ACTION
Chose any Main Action (ROTATE, SWAP, or PUSH). NOTE: If this
action is triggered by a DUPLICATE ACTION, choose which Main
Action you will do for the turn and do it twice.
5) DIAGONAL PUSH
Works like PUSH but allows a player to push diagonally but
you can never push diagonally less than 3 ingredient tokens.
6) ROTATE 180°
ROTATE an Ingredient Token 180 degrees instead of 90. You
must rotate the chosen token a complete 180 degrees; you
cannot choose to rotate 90 degrees with this action.

EXPANSION 2: POWER OF THE WISE

This expansion uses Main and Extended Actions from EXPANSION 1 to offer a combination of 2 actions on one card. The
actions MUST be played in the same order (top to bottom) as on
the card. For example, on the first card in the picture above, you
MUST play the DIAGONAL action before playing the ROTATE 90°
action.
Shuffle the Ability Cards at the beginning of the game. Each
player draws one card. At any time a Main Action could be
played, you can play an Ability Card instead.
If you complete a recipe using the first action from the Ability
Card, you must complete the second action before declaring the
completion. This means the entire Ability Card counts as one
action for purposes of recipe completion.
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EXPANSION 3: POTION OF STRENGTH
Potion of Strength is a side recipe that provides a new strategic
element to the game. During setup, shuffle the six Potion of
Strength Cards and draw one. Place it next to the Main Board.
Any player can complete the recipe on the card as if it were a
recipe on the Main Board. When completed, the card is discarded and a new one is drawn at the beginning of the next turn.
When a player completes the card´s recipe, the Potion of
Strength activates and the player gets to return a discarded
Special Action Card to their hand. They do not earn a Victory
Token for completing a Potion of Strength.
A player can only complete one recipe on a turn. If a Main Board
Recipe is also completed, the player must choose which to
declare on that turn.

EXPANSION 4: UNFORTUNATE EVENTS
During setup, shuffle the Unfortunate Events Deck and draw one
card. This card provides a rule that prevents the shown ingredient token from being rotated into a certain direction. Show the
card to every player so they know this card will appear at some
point in the game.
Shuffle the Main Actions Cards and deal the first 3 Main Action
Cards that will be placed below the main board as usual.
Add the Unfortunate Events Card (UE) drawn to the Main Actions
Deck and shuffle it again, placing the deck near the main board.
At some point the UE Card will appear. When this happens, place
it near the board and deal the next Main Action as usual.
The rule on the UE Card comes into effect that same turn.
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For example, the UE Card with the Dwarf Vampire Wings (Yellow
background) forbids players from rotating that Ingredient Token
(on all players’ Puzzle Boards) to the left for as long as the rule
is in play.

When the Main Actions deck needs to be reshuffled, shuffle the
UE Card it back into the deck. It will appear again, but until it
does, players are free from the rule.
Variant:
Add one UE Card, but every time the Main Actions Deck is
reshuffled, add an additional random UE Card.
SOLITARY GAMEPLAY:
You can use this mini expansion as usual, but we recommend
using only after playing the game a few times without them.

EXPANSION 5: CARROT MEEPLE
During setup place this meeple next to the
third recipe on the main board.
The first player to complete the Recipe 3 wins Carrot. If more
than one player completes the recipe on the same turn, Carrot
remains on the board until a single player completes that recipe.
At the end of the game Carrot counts as an extra face up Special
Action Card for the purpose of breaking ties. This means that if
the player didn´t use any of their Special Action Cards, they will
automatically win a tie.
Also a player can use Carrot to retrieve a used special action. If a
player does, they will have to return the meeple to its original
position on the main board next to Recipe 3. The meeple will
then be available for the next player who completes Recipe 3.
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EXPANSION 6: YUZU MEEPLE
When you play with the Yuzu meeple, add it next
to the Recipe 2.
When a player completes Recipe 2 they choose an active Special
Action Card of another player. They then place Yuzu on the
Special Action Card of that player. As long as Yuzu is there, that
action cannot be used. When the affected player completes
Recipe 2 on the Main Board, they may move Yuzu to one of
another player's personal action cards provided that player
hasn't completed Recipe 2. Once all players have completed
Recipe 2, discard Yuzu from the game.
When that player completes the second recipe she will take
Yuzu and give it to another player and so on.
Discard Yuzu at the end of the game.
You can only give Yuzu to a player that has´t completed the
second recipe. If all players have completed the second recipe
discard Yuzu from the game.
A Chaosah player never takes Yuzu from the main board, and
may only give it to another player if it's been placed on one of
her own action cards first, and after she's completed Recipe 2.
In Solo play when you complete Recipe 2, Yuzu blocks all of
your unused actions. You cannot remove Yuzu until you
complete Recipe 3 or you complete your last recipe. If both
Carrot and Yuzu are in play when you get Yuzu, you must
discard Carrot.

VARIANT: VALKYRIE CHALLENGE
In this variant, the Ingredient Tokens shift every time a recipe
is completed. Each completed recipe is removed from the
main board and recipes below it are moved up one row,
forcing one ingredient to be removed.
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If the third row is empty, shuffle the removed ingredient tokens
and place them on the third row, forming a new recipe. The
objective is to complete as many recipes as possible and get the
most points at the end of the game.
Several players may complete different recipes in the same turn. If
so, remove all the ingredient tokens from the completed recipes.
Move the remaining recipe up, shuffle the remaining ingredient
tokens and complete the empty main board rows.
If a recipe is completed when the rows adjust up (because the last
Ingredient Token is removed), the player must wait until the end of
the next turn to declare the recipe as complete.
Setup: Place as many Victory Tokens as players are , just like in the
normal game. As players complete recipes they will get the
corresponding Victory Tokens for that recipe
When there are no more tokens to award the game will end.
Players will add the numbers on each Victory Token they´ve been
awarded and the Player with the most points wins the game.
IMPORTANT: If two or more players complete the same recipe and
there are not enough Victory Tokens to award them, discard all
remaining Victory Tokens for that specific recipe and keep the
recipe intact. That round no player will get Victory Tokens for that
recipe.
Players cannot complete a recipe that has no Victory Tokens to
award.
You can try different setups by adding or subtracting Victory
Tokens at the beginning of the game. This will also change the
strategy players will face making each Valkyrie Challenge a unique
experience.
We would like to thank Undead Viking for inspiring this idea. The
Valkyrie Challenge really turns the game into a cutthroat competition so we recommend it only to experienced players.
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I want to thank the three special creatures that made this
impossible project a tangible reality. Julieta for teaching me
everything I know with patience and perseverance. Malena for
pushing me beyond my boundaries into the uncharted territory
of the impossible. And to Johnathan for reminding me friendship
is no stranger to the impossible barriers of land and distance.
Without you All, the awaken would have slept for a whole life
and never reached the entrance of the rabbit hole.
And to all of you that trusted this humble project I command
you to never surrender, no matter the odds, no matter the pain,
no matter the tears. Dream, craft and create... nothing is
impossible if you belive in yourself. After all a wise man said:
“Find the heavens within and everything else will fall into place”.
Guillermo
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